2021 ADNE
REAWAKENING
CONFERENCE
"Putting on the Armor of Light"

Oct 8-9 | FRI-SAT
HAVERHILL, MA
• Plenary sessions with Bp Todd Hunter
& Bp Andrew Williams
• Sung worship led by NYC worship
pastor/coach Dave Edwards with
musicians from across our diocese
• 9 equipping workshops to choose from!
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• Closes w/ celebration of Holy Eucharist

UNDER PRESSURE: PARENTING (FOR PARENTS, PASTORS,
LEADERS & INFLUENCERS) Rev. Cn. Craig & Anna Vickerman
Every child is unique and special. Catch a vision for how to parent a child’s heart with a biblical,
practical, multifaceted approach for lasting change. Come discover how to integrate daily life
experiences and faith with intentional spiritual training empowered by the Holy Spirit.

PROPHECY 101

Rev. Julian Adams

The voice of God has the power to transform the lives of every believer. God is always speaking, but
we don't always have the right tools to discern, articulate, or respond to what He's saying. In this
seminar, Julian shares some simple keys to begin hearing God for yourself and communicate in a
way that encourages the Body.

LEADERSHIP & GENDER: WHAT THE BIBLE TEACHES ABOUT MEN,
WOMEN, AND AUTHORITY Rev. Katia Adams

WORKSHOPS | ATTENDEES CAN SELECT 2 OF THE FOLLOWING:

Questions about patriarchy and equality are incredibly prevalent in our world today. In this
seminar, Katia Adams explores the question of whether women and men are both made to lead, or
whether they are designed for different roles. This is not a ‘women’s only’ seminar but one for men
and women to discover the heart of God together.

GOOD NEWS FOR A CULTURE NOT ASKING “IS IT TRUE?” BUT
“DOES IT WORK?” Rev. Amy Howard
Jesus proclaimed the Kingdom of God with words and with power and taught his disciples to do
the same. Experience a taster session of our eight-week training on healing and deliverance prayer;
learn why and how to engage ongoing freedom in Christ, and how to translate that freedom into
mission.

CREATIVE SALON: MAKING YOUR OWN ART RESPONSE TO GOD'S
AWAKENING Revs. Kate & Sean Norris
Participants will respond to God's gracious light in their lives using collage, paint, symbol, and
color. Kate and Sean will meditate on "Awake o sleeper, rise from the dead and Christ will shine on
you," and then invite the participants to create artwork in response. The session will conclude with
a time of voluntary sharing of participants' work.

A STORY-DRIVEN LIFE: CRAFTING A RULE OF LIFE BASED ON HOW
YOUR STORY FITS INTO GOD’S STORY Rev. Dan Wolf
“Explore a discipleship process that helps you and others discover the big picture of God’s story in
the Bible, reflect on your personal story, discern your unique core values and calling, and craft a
rule of life that sustains growth into your identity in Christ.

THE CASE FOR SMALL: WHY MISSIONAL EXPRESSIONS DESERVE
YOUR ATTENTION Rev. Drew Thurman
Our current cultural moment has presented a number of challenges for churches, their leaders, and
their members. What if the answer isn't panicking or jumping to another silver bullet solution, but
in rediscovering a simple, ancient way of being the church?

STARTING A MOVEMENT: HOW TO LEAD A DISCOVERY BIBLE
STUDY Rev. Dan Wolf
This workshop will give you a hands-on experience of how to lead and train others to start
Discovery Bible Studies, a simple, adaptable, and wildly reproducible way to get unchurched
people reading the Bible and following Jesus. If you long to see a disciple-making movement
started, come check out this seminar!

PASTORING THE NEXT GENERATION

Rev. Amos Kimera

Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it. Proverbs
22:6 (KJV). This seems a significant mandate, but the dilemma has always been who is responsible
for the implementation? Is it the parents who are raising the young people? Should it be the church
who are the custodians of faith? If the next generation isn’t sure who to turn to, could it be that we
are pastoring empty buildings?

